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Projects In progress: 

Cell Therapy Products Transportation  
Scope:  This document provides definitions and general requirements for transportation of cells for 
therapeutic use.  This document is applicable to transportation starting from the sender at one site and 
ending at the receiver at a different location. This document does not describe in-house transportation 
of cells. This document does not specify a particular condition for transportation such as container, nor a 
certain range of ambient condition control.  This document does not apply to tissue engineering 
products.  NOTE:   International, national or regional regulations or requirements can also apply to 
specific topics covered in this document. 

Status: 

• This is an SCB led project within ISO 

• Document is an official AWI (approved work item) 

• US is adding to draft to include supplier and user perspectives 

• Two drafts were submitted for discussion at ISO TC276 meeting in Beijing in June (one 
overarching document and a separate part 2 document) 

• This will be published as an ISO document 

Actions: 

• Meetings with Japan and ISO presentation in Beijing have been scheduled 

• SMEs are needed to review and contribute to draft  
 

Requirements for Cell Therapy Manufacturing Equipment 
Scope:  This document defines terms and definitions, minimum requirements and general 
considerations for equipment systems consisting of hardware, software and consumables, used for 
manufacturing cellular therapeutic products. This includes equipment for cell processes starting from 
cell procurement, isolation/selection, expansion, washing and volume reduction, and cryopreservation. 
In line monitoring or analysis components imbedded in the equipment systems are also in the scope. 
 
This document is applicable to any unit operation systems, that is to be used, alone or in combination, 
for the manufacture of cellular therapeutic products meeting user requirements. 
Cell processing equipment used at point of care is excluded from the scope of this document. Devices 
used for analytical purpose are excluded from the scope. In addition, biosafety cabinet, software to 
control multiple equipment systems or multiple unit operations are also excluded from this document. 

Status: 

• This is an SCB led project within ISO 

• Document has been submitted as a work item (WI) to ISO 

• Initial draft is complete 

Actions: 

• Draft document will be presented at the ISO meeting in Beijing in June  

• SMEs will be needed to review and contribute to draft  
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Rapid Microbial Testing Methods (RMTM) 

Project Overview:  Rapid microbial test methods are critical for assessing the quality and safety of 

regenerative medicine products, yet many available methodologies are not suitable for cell and gene 

therapeutic product testing.  To solicit inputs from the regenerative medicine community on advancing 

RMTM technologies and standards, SCB, NIST, BioFabUSA, and NIIMBL hosted a workshop.  At this 

workshop, more than 60 experts from academia, regulatory agencies, standards development 

organizations, and industry identified gaps in current methodologies, discussed associated standards 

and regulatory guidance, reviewed novel RMTMs, and outlined technical strategies and user 

requirement specifications for incorporating RMTMs. 

Status: 

• SCB has established a steering committee for this project 

• SCB is currently leading the development of a white paper (expected mid 2018)  

Actions: 

• Draft document will be presented at ISO meeting in Beijing along with a presentation and 
request for a PWI (preliminary work item) 

• SMEs needed to review and revise white paper draft paper 
 

Micro-physiologic Paper 

Project overview: A paper is under development that will focus on organ-on-a-chip standards in the 

market, the impact of standards on the market and an overview of the regulatory process. This paper 

will also focus on the need for standards in the micro-physiologic field. The goal of this group is to 

replicate this model for other technologies in the future. 

Status: 

• An outline has been created and authors have been assigned sections to write 

• A call with the authors to push forward and determine a timeline for deliverables will be 
scheduled 

• A comprehensive draft will be created once all chapters are in and it will be submitted to a 
journal 

Actions: 

• Call with authors will be established to keep progress on track 

• All contributions from authors will be combined into a cohesive document and submitted 
for publishing 

 

Characterization of Fiber-based Scaffolds 
Project Overview: Fiber-based scaffolds are being widely advanced in tissue engineering for a wide 
variety of applications.  At a 2013 ASTM workshop on measurements standards for scaffold it was 
determined that the major measurement needs were 1) structural, 2) mechanical and 3) biological 
(Simon et al. J Biomed Mater Res: Part B, 103B, 949-959, 2015).  To delve more deeply into these issues, 
a workshop (co-sponsored by NIST, ASTM, and BioFabUSA) that focuses on fiber-based scaffolds will be 
held on August 10 at the BioFabUSA facilities in Manchester, NH.  Workshop discussions will focus on 
fiber-based scaffold characterization, batch to batch variability, measurement validation and release 
criteria.  There will also be two Moderated Discussions that each focuses on a particular measurement 
identified by the stakeholders as “in need of improvement”.  The workshop will conclude with a 
summary discussion and consideration to form working groups to address the issues identified, possibly 
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through the ASTM standards development process.  SCB will participate in this initiative by leading the 
work group and standards development coordination efforts following the workshop. 

Status: 

• Workshop scheduled for August 10th in coordination with NIST, BioFABUSA, and ASTM 

• SCB will be hosting a dinner beforehand for speaker and SCB members 

• SCB will lead the project after the workshop for development of an ASTM standard 

Actions: 

• Contact Dawn (dhenke@regenmedscb.org) if you would like to participate in the workshop 

• Contact Dawn if you would like to be part of the working group for the potential standard 
development 
  

Pre-existing Immunity Standards 
Project Overview: There are various results and complications with gene therapy due to patients’ pre-

existing immunity status. It is a challenge for developers and physicians to evaluate this as there is 

currently no common language. This will be a bigger issue as companies expand and take on projects 

requiring large AAV doses. Control for variation is needed in the field. SCB would like to coordinate the 

standard development for a common language for this area that may aid in development and safety of 

therapies.  

Status: 

• A working group has been established for this effort, but additional expertise is needed 

• SCB is in the process of scheduling the first working group call 
Actions: 

• A meeting will be set up amongst SCB working group and call for more expertise 

• A consensus standard will be developed through the working group 
 

ARM S&T A-gene Project 

Project Overview: The aim of this initiative is to bring together an expert industry team, including 

representation from leading academic and commercial groups, to help advance the principles of Quality 

by Design (QbD) during the manufacture of gene-based therapies, and gene vectors used in the 

manufacture of genetically-modified cell-based therapies.  The dissemination of knowledge of QbD for 

GT represents an important opportunity, as the manufacturing and development of such products 

involves unique challenges to both drug substance and drug product manufacturing due to the 

complexity of both the products and the biological manufacturing processes.  Through a series of 

industry interactions, the team will create an industry book of knowledge that aims to stimulate 

discussion around how core QbD principles can be applied to a multitude of real world GT development 

and manufacturing scenarios.  SCB will be contributing to this project from a technical and standards 

viewpoint. 

Status: 

• Meetings with the ARM S&T steering committee have begun 

• An initial outline has been developed and some chapters assigned to SMEs to contribute 
content 

• Authors are still needed to write some sections as well as contributors to add standards 
input 
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Actions: 

• Contact Dawn Henke if you are interested in contributing to a working group 

• SCB will maintain the calls with the ARM S& T committee 

• A Book of Knowledge will be produced 

Proposed Projects: 

Cell potency assays for cell therapy & tissue engineering 

Project Overview: This project will develop standards to help manufactures and users choose and 

develop assays to establish cell potency for cell therapy and tissue engineering products.  This would a 

framework-based approach. 

Fluorescence intensity measurements in cell-based assays 

Project Overview: This project will develop standards for the use of fluorescence intensity 

measurements in assays for cell therapy. Currently there are many cell markers and other fluorescence-

based measurements to characterize cells and determine cell potency. It would help the field forward if 

the uses of these measurements were standardized.  

Characterization for various cell types 

Project Overview: This project will develop standards on how to characterize some specific commonly 

used cell types in cell therapy. Some of the cells proposed for focus are neurons, pancreatic beta cells, 

and cardiomyocytes. 

Cell Tracking Project 

Project Overview: This project has been initiated by HESI to determine where cells involved in cell 

therapy travel after introduction to patients. This is critical as it will be important in establishing safety 

for patients but also efficacy of regenerative medicine therapeutics. HESI has asked SCB to contribute by 

developing standards for developing and validating these assays. 

Training Programs with Northeastern University (NEU) 

Project Overview: NEU is developing a program to train regulators. It is scheduled to launch 2019. We 

are in discussions with the NEU director to develop training in standards in conjunctions with this 

program.  

 

 


